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Abstract  

The study reviewed the emotional finance view of worthless currency by cryptocurrency 

miners in this digital age. It adopted descriptive survey research design as a qualitative 

paper. Therefore, relevant data were collected and analyzed from secondary sources 

such as academic journals, conference book of proceedings, etc. The paper revealed that 

the emotions of the miners were propelled by profitability from mining the 

cryptocurrency and cautioned them that the currency no matter how profitable it is 

today, is still a worthless currency. It equally identified volatility, unpredictability, 

unacceptability, lack of recognition, among others as what renders cryptocurrency 

worthless. The paper recommended that regulatory and supervisory agencies operating 

in the financial industry like Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN), Security and Exchange 

Commission (SEC), and other relevant agencies should hesitate campaigning against the 

mining of these cryptocurrencies as there is numerous numbers of them with different 

names to secure the vulnerable citizens. 
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Introduction 

Recent development in management and social sciences shows that at the turn of 20th 

century, management debate came to be dominated by a chorus of sweeping claims 

concerning the inevitability of various technological transformations of institutions, and 

using adaptation to their social, economic and organizational consequences. A multitude 

of prefixes such as ‘new’, ‘cyber’, ‘e’, ‘virtual’, and ‘digital’, were employed to 

distinguish the emerging novel economic and financial forms from those deemed stuck 

in an obsolete past and thus condemned to the dustbin of history. In the domain of digital 

is digital currencies, which cryptocurrency stands out. Thus, the phenomenon of 

cryptocurrencies has become a controversial reality that has been analyzed from 

multiple approaches and disciplines ranging from economics, sociology, engineering, or 
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political science, among others (Nanez Alonso, Jorge-Vazque, Echarte Fernandez & Reier 

Forradellas, 2021). 

As such, from history, humans have used commodity, paper money, gold and silver, 

trading of goods and services (barter system) as currencies. Fiat currency is a more 

recent development, first used around 1000years ago, and today it is the dominant form 

of money (Obiah, Obiah & Chima, 2020). But this may not be the end of monetary history 

as cryptocurrency, which is neither commodity money nor fiat money, is now new 

experimental kind of money from the cryptopreneurs. One significance of digital era is 

the appearance and soon dominance of digital currencies popularly called 

cryptocurrency in the financial ecosystem. According to Gans and Halaburda (2013), 

what is of broader future concern is the emergence of digital currencies that compete 

with state-issued currency. And with one billion users, this currency would be more 

popular than most state currencies, they observed. Under the umbrella of virtual 

currencies (VCs), European Central Bank (2015) said that this currency consists mainly 

of specific, new categories of actors which were not present in the payments 

environment before. Some of these new VCs are designed with slightly different technical 

characteristics that could improve the functionality or some elements in the financial 

ecosystem. For many, however, it is unclear what their purpose is, as it seems that only 

a few are used, or are intended to be used, for payments. Although the acceptance of 

digital currency for payments does not seem widespread, emerging business models are 

built around obtaining, storing, accessing and transferring units of cryptocurrency. 

This digital revolution and transformation results from what economists who study 

scientific progress and technical change call general-purpose-technology (GPT), one that 

has the power to continually transform itself, progressively branching out and boosting 

productivity across all sectors and industries (Muhleisen, n.d.). Relatedly, Obiah and 

Onwumere (2022) aptly captured that, the digital technology of the 21st century will 

affect almost all aspects of private and public economic life and modern society. 

Elsewhere, Obiah, Adioha and Mbaeri (2022) proffer that, what that is essential is the 

appropriation of public funds to the critical infrastructural facilities as a strategy that 

will build resilience in the economy, guarantee that the contemporary challenges did not 

confront Nigeria’s future generation. 

However, cryptocurrency is just part of digital that new technologies are being used to 

deliver financial services in this digital era. Many miners is now emotional about the 

worthless currency. Worthless in the sense that Nigeria has not officially accepted it as a 

legal tender or means of exchange. In the opinion of Obiah, Eke and Akpelu (2022) this 

worthless currency must derive market from their potential to be exchanged for other 

currencies, to be used for payments, and to be used as a store of value. But this digital 

innovation marks a transformational shift in the perception of fundamental value. 

Instead of means of exchange, Central Banks of Nigeria (CBN) recently banned the 

operation of cryptocurrency in Nigeria and introduced digitalized central bank currency 

e-naira. The notion for this is that, cryptocurrencies are generally not currencies but 
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rather assets and high-risk investment. In view of this assertion, also the crypto-

community created crypto-assets to show that financial infrastructure can be built in a 

new way with blockchain technology, smart contracts, and crypto solutions. 

Unlike the value of fiat currencies, which is anchored by monetary policy and their status 

as legal tender, the value of cryptocurrencies rests solely on the expectation that others 

will also value and use them. Since valuation is largely based on beliefs that are not well 

structured, price volatility has been high. The question then is, why are people still 

mining volatile worthless currencies? What is the fate of this currency in the near future 

if these miners persist? The worthless nature of cryptocurrency can be described as ‘The 

House of the Dead’, as ‘coined freedom’ by Fyodor Dostoyevsky in his 

semiautobiographical novel about convict life in Siberia. Dostoyevsky was actually 

imagining the value of a coin to an imprisoned man, who could not spend the money to 

derive real resources but could dream of that freedom. Many cryptocurrency miners 

believe that tomorrow will be better therefore, the currency can have value. 

Since the introduction of Bitcoin in October 2008 by the cryptically named Satoshi 

Nakamoto, which it is unclear whether the ostensibly founder really exists. The historical 

pattern of this diabolical currency with a mysterious origin and uncertainty about 

whether trust is justified for its existence. Bitcoin’s claim to combine anonymity and 

untraceability with security is what makes it attractive and it looks like a 21st century 

version of gold. It can be created or mined through effort. The mystery behind the 

currency is causing much emotion to the miners, a worthless currency that cannot 

guarantee exchange value. These miners have become cryptocurrency evangelists and 

educators preaching to the gullible minds on the need to mine the currencies, which is 

more than 1000 today. 

Nakamoto described the groundbreaking idea of a cryptocurrency, solving the problem 

of double spending as well as a medium of exchange eliminating the need for a central 

authority like central bank (Gartz & Linderbrandt, 2017). While the technology is making 

waves, the internet community is seizing the opportunity to mine the currency. Because 

the rules of the system are encoded within the system itself peer-to-peer or peer-to-

work. The innovation of cryptocurrency protocol has gained global recognition and laid 

the ground for a new market of cryptocurrencies. In other words, the digital age is 

experiencing digital currencies. According to Obiah and Nwaneri (2020), it is an 

important vehicle for technology development and innovation, representing a hub for 

financial and technical advancement.     

 

Statement of Problems 

Financial experts and economists view money or currency as a medium of exchange 

based on the acceptability and the legality in a particular country. The worth of such 

currency is determined by the value placed on it on the prevailing exchange rate both 

locally and internationally. It is worthless if it cannot be accepted as a medium of 

exchange or legal tender and the purchasing power has been eroded as a result of 
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inflation or devaluation of the currency. For instance, naira today is in sinking sand due 

to depreciation of value of the exchange rate (Obiah & Chima, 2021). Many currencies 

today are worthless not because they are not backed by law or accepted, but the value is 

almost useless. The most important element that separates one national currency from 

another is its value. Central banks decide what the largest note in circulation should be, 

and its nominal value is determined by the number of zeros – this indicates the 

purchasing power of the note within the country. The largest denomination of currency 

ever issued is one hundred trillion dollars ($Z100,000,000,000) by Zimbabwe. When 

currency is almost worthless, the use of foreign exchange or barter frequently occur 

(Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, 2011). 

However, the erosion of country currencies is not the discussion of this paper, rather 

emotional effort of many cryptocurrency miners on a currency not even recognized as a 

medium of exchange, that has no legal backing and cannot be determined by any value. 

As Zimbabweans are worthless billionaires, so also cryptocurrency miners. The 

emotional stress of these miners is their belief that cash may not be king forever. What 

was once valued precisely because of its physicality and acceptability is giving way to a 

new global money where more and more currencies are processed electronically. With 

cryptocurrencies and online transactions moving with great purposefulness globally, the 

future of paper money may be in danger in this digital age. Yet, this currency is still a 

worthless currency because the community of users is defined and does not have global 

trust and adoptability. According to Gartz and Linderbrandt (2017), trust and adoption 

are what gives a currency its value, together with the user’s anticipation of being able to 

use the currency in future. Users of cryptocurrency are placing trust in the underlying 

structure rather than a central issuer, and the value is created by the user, accepting it 

as means of payment. 

The cryptocurrency miners see new possibilities created by it in numerous areas, since 

most of them provide both a payment infrastructure and a currency. The magic of this 

new technology has caught the attention of the global financial ecosystem participants 

and significant resources are being devoted to research within this area. Some miners 

claim that this digital currency is the future of money and that it will change the payment 

systems of today, hence their continuous mining. Three main factors have driven this 

interest: the role of cryptocurrencies as bold new upstarts in the world of electronic 

payments; their meteoric rise in value since they were created over a decade ago; and 

the perennial search for long-term stores of value in the face of geopolitical uncertainty.  

Many researchers have considered distributed ledger technology as an aspect of 

blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies (Obiah & Duru, 2021; Gartz & Linderbrandt, 

2017). Some view the discussion purely from the angle of cryptocurrency revolution 

(Obiah, Obiah & Chima, 2020; Ingves & Donaldson, 2018; BIS, 2021). Their view did not 

include the review of the miners and emotional finance view of this worthless currency. 

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to explore the place of cryptocurrencies in digital 

age of Nigeria and the emotional finance view of the miners in their fruitless effort to get 
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and store worthless currency. The paper will focus more on the recognition, 

acceptability and the value of the currencies in Nigeria. How do people who mine the 

coins value and view the currencies or does the finance view by experts in line with the 

prevailing realities in terms of the internet community participation? Generally, the 

review will be on miners of cryptocurrency. 

 

Review of Related Literature 

Conceptual Review 

Cryptocurrency is a controversial issue today, so is the definition. In the words of Gartz 

and Linderbrandt (2017), when talking about cryptocurrencies as a concept, one needs 

to take into consideration that there exist over 800 different cryptocurrencies. Each has 

different algorithmic structure, target groups and underlying technologies, hence, 

definitions differ. They defined cryptocurrency as another type of digital currency that 

uses cryptography for security enforcement, making it difficult to counterfeit. Virtual, 

digital and traditional differs from virtual currency because it is designed to potentially 

replace traditional currencies (Gartz & Linderbrandt, 2017). Virtual currency is defined 

as a digital representation of value that is used in a specific virtual community and issued 

by the system’s developers. Obiah, Eke and Akpelu (2022) defined cryptocurrency as a 

system that permits users to pay, anonymously and electronically, transmitting a unique 

digital certificate similar to a banknote number, without the intermediate involvement 

of a commercial bank. As electronic currency, cryptocurrency is expending memory 

rather than physical space, it stored ‘in the cloud’, on the internet or on different 

hardware rather than in a bank vault. The cloud already creates tremendous value for 

consumers and businesses by making the digital world simpler, faster, more powerful, 

and more efficient (Obiah & Duru, 2021).  For the purpose of this study, Cryptocurrency 

can be described as a digital representation of value that is purely peer-to-peer (P2P) 

version of electronic cash that would allow online payments to be sent directly from one 

party to another without going through a financial institution, but serves as an 

alternative to government-issued legal tender used as a general-purpose medium of 

exchange (independent of any central bank); not authorized or adopted by a 

government, but can be stored as a unit of value secured by a mechanism known as 

cryptography through a blockchain.   

Miner is a specialized node creating valid cryptocurrency bloc, containing transactions 

that are put on the blockchain. The security of the blockchain is established by a chain of 

cryptographic puzzles, solved by a loosely-organized network of participants called 

miners. Each miner that successfully solves a cryptopuzzle is allowed to record a set of 

transactions, and to collect a reward in coins. The more mining power (resources) a 

miner applies, the better are its chances to solve the puzzle first. This reward structure 

provides an incentive for miners to contribute their resources to the system, and is 

essential to the currency’s decentralized nature (Eyal & Sirer, n.d.). Miners only accept 

transactions if their inputs are unspent. The protocol requires a majority of the miners 
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to be honest, by following the protocol as prescribed. By construction, if a set of colluding 

miners comes to command a majority of the mining power in the network, the currency 

stops being decentralized and becomes controlled by the colluding group. 

Therefore, miners are internet participants in a blockchain protocol that monitor and 

validates transactions which generates currency by transferring coins from one wallet 

to another by solving cryptopuzzle to make cryptocurrency. The wallet is software used 

to store the access to one’s funds in cryptocurrencies. When a transaction is made, the 

details of the transaction will be broadcast to every node in the network. The 

transactions made over a set period of time are collected to form a ‘Block’ (Hari, Sai & 

Venkata, 2015). 

Emotional finance view is the individual perception by miners as a means of financing 

economic transactions. The miner’s internal state of being and involuntary physiological 

response to cryptocurrency based on their physical state and sensory data of the 

internet. Their feelings about having the currency is that it can solve their needed 

financial situation if not now then in future. But the worthless currency is just like 

Nigerian naira that is depreciating every day in the global foreign exchange market. It 

can neither be used to buy, store nor exchange in Nigerian money, capital and commodity 

markets at present. A worthless currency therefore, in this direction is a currency that 

has no legal backing that did not fulfill the key functions of money, which include: 

medium of exchange, unit of account and store of value. Cryptocurrency is not accepted 

measurement of value, and the exchange rates depend on predictions, rumours and 

exposure of the miners affecting the supply and demand of the coins. 

Mining requires a task that is very tricky to perform, but easy to verify (Ankalkoh & 

Santhosh, 2017). The cost of verifying transaction is the capital cost to buy miners, the 

power consumption of running the hardware, plus operational expenses to keep the 

operation running (Kampl, 2014). Cryptocurrency mining can lead to risks but profits 

are possible if miners can make the right choices. 

Digital era or digital age is marked by digitization and digitalization as a result of 

transformation in technology. Digitization is the process of changing information from 

analogue to digital form, while digitalization is the use of digital technologies to change 

a business and provide new revenue and value – producing opportunities (BIS, 2021). 

Digital age is facilitated by bigdata, mobile internet technology, internet of things, cloud 

technology, advanced robotics among others. In the information and communication 

technology, mobile internet technology largely consists of smartphones and tablets. 

Therefore, digital age or era can simply be defined as a time of technological 

transformation of human activities. 

 

Theoretical Framework 

The Austrian School of Economy 

The Austrian school of economy is one of the older schools of economics and is based on 

the idea that all social phenomena is the result of actions and motivations of individuals. 
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In difference from other schools of thought, the Austrian school claims that models for 

human behaviour based on mathematics and collected data will be inaccurate, as the 

human behaviour is too idiosyncratic (Gartz & Linderbrandt, 2017). They also claim that 

minimal government intervention is optimal for the economy and therefore criticizes the 

current fiat money system, thereby promoting cryptocurrency. According to the 

Austrian economist Trace Meyer, economists and capitalists nowadays seek safety and 

liquidity that the traditional fiat money system cannot provide – pointing at cryptos. 

Meyer claims that cryptocurrency has no counterparty risk, is equity based, is more 

portable than gold and has never become worthless during its existence. Specifically, 

bitcoin might be a good alternative to gold she noted. 

In the book ‘The Free Market and Its Enemies’ from 1951, the Austrian school economist 

Ludwig von Mises claims that we need to return to the gold standard, and cryptocurrency 

has several times been referred to as the digital gold of today, possessing many of the 

advantages of real gold such as the benefits that comes from the scarcity. Mises states 

that a fiat money system cannot go on forever and must someday come to an end and 

that the question is how to return to the gold standard. The theory and foundation of 

cryptocurrency share some similarities with the Austrian School of Economics, but their 

critique focuses on cryptocurrency’s fluctuating value, which makes it inappropriate as 

gold substitute. This emotional finance view renders it a worthless currency. As 

organization for Cooperation and Development (OECD, 2002) noted, these digital forms 

of money could help to create more efficient and more global economies and societies; 

for now it’s still worthless. 

For modern economics, the nature of currency, which once was identified confidently 

with gold, is that it has no nature but functions: any material object maybe called 

currency if it can function as a medium of exchange, means of payment, unit of account, 

standard of value and store and index of wealth. In this digital age, the Austrian view is 

still far from modern economics perception. Therefore, Austrian School of Economy 

meet the theoretical requirements for this paper, and so adopted as such. 

 

Empirical Review 

Empirical evidence shows that cryptocurrency miners behave strategically and form 

pools. Particularly because rewards are distributed at infrequent random intervals, 

miners form mining pools in order to decrease the variance of their income rate. Yet, 

inadequate empirical papers are found in the literature of cryptocurrency. 

Salawu and Moloi (2018) examined four of the ostensible benefits, which at the same 

time constitute risks, from the view of Nigerian professional accountants towards 

legislating cryptocurrency in Nigeria. Data were elicited from the respondents through 

the demonstration of a structured questionnaire in a sample of 250 practitioners that 

was conveniently selected. Stratified group of 1,300 Chartered Accountants among 

whom were tax practitioners, financial analysts, statutory auditors, bankers, 

accountants, lawyers, lecturers and other specialists in the field of accounting. Data were 
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analysed using descriptive statistics. Results revealed that the Professional Accountants 

in Nigeria are willing to operate in the cryptocurrency environment provided the 

government would legislate its use. The study concluded that the legislation of 

cryptocurrency or its modified form by the federal government of Nigeria is desirable 

for the protection of her economy as well as the interest of her citizens. 

 

Data Collection and Analysis 

The researchers adopted descriptive survey research design. The data collection and 

analysis are mainly from secondary sources such as academic journals, book of 

proceedings, internet materials, etc., which were systematically and scientifically 

organized to enhance access to information especially in areas and aspects that the 

researcher may not have been able to have direct contact with respondents. This method 

also known as library research enhanced access to documented opinions and 

information especially in areas and aspects that the researchers may not have been able 

to have direct contact with respondents. 

 

Discussion of Findings 

There are over 1,500 coins in the internet identified as cryptocurrency and many 

advertisements and media promotions are going on every day to show emotional finance 

view of these miners. The major belief is that cryptocurrency will become a global 

currency that will fulfil the Christian doctrine that on the last day, one cannot buy nor 

sell unless he/she have that accepted global currency, which they have branded as 

cryptocurrency. Some have tipped bitcoin to be the currency. But these are fallacies that 

do not hold water to both economic kingdom and financial ecosystem. 

In this digital age, the world of digital money, digital cash and digital currency is upon us 

as a recent development in the financial space, as part of forth industrial revolution. The 

fourth industrial revolution that combines the fusion of technologies that is blurring the 

lines between the physical, digital and biological spheres (Bank for International 

Settlement, ‘BIS’, 2021). Mining is the integral process wherein generation, transmission 

and validation of transactions of payee (Hari et al, 2015). According to Sterry (2012), 

mining is defined in the protocol, implemented in software, and is an essential function 

in managing the cryptocurrency network. It verifies transactions by evaluating them 

against the transactions that happened before, prevents double-spending, collects 

transaction fees and creates the money supply. Mining also protects the network by 

piling tons of processing power on top of past transactions. It is a way to get 

cryptocurrency and this appeal to those who might want to obtain cryptocurrencies 

steadily without using services such as exchanges or by selling any good they produce or 

service they perform as a profession. The essence of mining is to secure the 

cryptocurrency system against fraudulent transactions or transactions that spend the 

same cryptocurrency multiple times (Lammertink & Davids, n.d.). Mining is expensive, 
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as the computations use large amounts of electricity and are increasingly dependent on 

highly specialized hardware. 

However, miners are the backbone of the cryptocurrency ecosystem. They are 

individuals who use their computing power to complete mathematical problems or 

cryptopuzzle (cryptographic proofs of work) to verify that a person sending a payment 

actually has the funds he/she intends to spend (Thomas, 2017). Miners receive monetary 

rewards in cryptocurrency for the use of their time, effort, computing power to maintain 

the blockchain, and services they provide for the network. This includes solving the 

algorithms necessary to pocess transactions, which helps to secure the network and 

keep it running smoothly (Bitcoin Starter Guide, n.d.). The transaction is bundled along 

with other valid transactions into a ‘block’ only if other nodes in the network also 

confirm that the transaction is authentic, using a ‘consensus mechanism’ written into the 

code for the cryptocurrency system. This block is then added to the ‘blockchain’, so 

named because each transaction is linked to the previous transactions in a chain via a 

‘has function’ (an encoded identifier). This makes it very difficult for someone to amend 

any part of the history of the chain since the newest transactions would no longer be 

consistent with the existing chain, causing the newest block to be rejected, rendering the 

fraudulent transaction worthless (Thomas, 2017). 

In other words, a miner collects pending cryptocurrency transactions, verifies their 

legitimacy and assembles them into what is known as a ‘block candidate’. The essence is 

to earn newly credited cryptocurrency units through this activity. The miner can succeed 

in doing this if he/she can convince all other network participants to add his/her block 

candidate to other copies of the blockchain (Berentsen & Schar, 2018). 

Since cryptocurrency functions as a currency and mining can be operated as a finance 

process, a large number of miners do it for profit. According to Berengueres (2010), in 

the current crypto mining boom, tow opposed views exist on profitability of mining 

operations. One view states that mining is profitable, the other states that holding the 

coin is more profitable. So the excitement of miners is the profitability. However, the 

emotional finance view of miners that can operate efficiently, is that they may want to 

attempt to mine for profit but be sure to do your homework before making any big 

purchases. For now cryptocurrency is not money and cannot be used as such. It cannot 

be used to settle debts, buy or sell products, aprt from online purchases around the globe. 

Our strongest reason for caution against investing in cryptocurrencies at the present 

time is that its technology, architecture and acceptability is still in its early stages and 

very much in flux; and the odds of cryptocurrency being supplanted by a more evolved 

form of cryptocurrency is very real. 

In addition, we must be mindful of the high levels of volatility, dreawdown risk, security 

and hacking threats, instability, and lack of predictability. Cryptocurrency could make it 

easier to engage in anti-competitive behaviour, exacerbate exclusion and inequality. 

Foster economic volatility, facilitate criminal activity, and even undermine the 

effectiveness of macroeconomic policy. Yet, we cannot ignore the innovations and 
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investment opportunities in the cryptocurrency and blockchain space. Cryptocurrency 

domain offers a technical infrastructure to transfer money anywhere in the world at any 

time, thereby reducing time and promote cost efficient transaction processing. It also 

guarantees open participation that allows anyone with an internet connection to actively 

participate. With the advent of bigdata, cryptocurrencies allow participants to explore 

and exploit the opportunities of cloud technology, which is also a digital revolution. 

Miners use a lot of computing power trying to guess a number which, when added to a 

block and put through an algorithm, outputs a ‘hash’ that meets certain criteria. In 

practice, successful miners form groups, or pools, and combine their processing power. 

If they win a block, the reward gets shared between participants. 

 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

This paper examined cryptocurrency miners: An emotional finance view of worthless 

currency in a digital era. The study critically reviews cryptocurrency from the angle of 

miners and the perception of the currency from the acceptability and legality. Focusing 

on the part of currency acceptability and legality, the study observed that 

cryptocurrency lack the main features of money in terms of medium of exchange, unit of 

account and store of value adding that it lacks widespread acceptability. In Nigeria, the 

operation and activities of the miners are illegal, this put to question the emotional 

finance view and the worthlessness of the currency. It is the opinion of the researchers 

that, since it has no legal tender and cannot be quantified in its value due to volatility and 

associated risk of mining the currency, it is a worthless currency. 

Recognition is the first feature of many currencies, but cryptocurrency cannot be 

recognized by the society, accepted or traded, hence, it is worthless till when the 

digitalization is finally and fully adapted. Other hazards of cryptocurrency involve 

undermining the effectiveness of macroeconomic policy and illicit financial activities. 

Against this backdrop, the study hereby recommends the following measures to curtail 

the emotions of the miners: 

i. Regulatory and supervisory agencies of financial institutions in Nigeria should 
launch a massive campaign and educate the citizens on the danger of mining a 
worthless currency, thereby securing the vulnerable citizens on the use of these 
cryptocurrencies. 

ii. With mining machines and technologies becoming redundant at amazingly quick 
rates due to the ban in Nigeria, stability, acceptability and legality has always 
been a question. Hence, government should devise means of discouraging this 
currency since it lacks recognition as a legal tender. 

iii. The innovations and technologies associated with cryptocurrency should be 
utilized to improve the financial institutions in Nigeria as well as facilitate the 
payment systems.    
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